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Basic Discussions of Structuralism
Structuralism - A compilation of literary work related to linguistic,

composit ion of nature and man's creation and relationship to

transformation. A comprehensive effort has been made by the author to

review analytically the historical background of structuralism, its

progression, basic principles and contemporary perspectives with

specific impact on Urdu literature. 
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 (Dorothy B. Selz) 


"Study of Laws of composition both of nature and of man's creation." 



 Structuralism 


"Structure is a system of transformations." 
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"Language is a form not a substance". 




  (Saussurian)   (Claude Levi Strauss) 
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"Writing writes itself and not the author". 





 

 CONVENTIONS  CODES

 DIFFERENCES  (SIGN)   
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Language speaks not man. 


Writing writes not authors. 

 



  Poetics





 (Draida) 





OF GRAMMATOLOGY 1

WRITING AND DIFERENCE 2

SPEECH AND PHENOMENA 3
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